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Fields of petit manseng in the fall at Domaine Cauhape in the Jurancon region of France. Petit manseng is a hard grape to work 
with.
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In my continuing efforts to promote the sometimes maligned, lesser-known or otherwise foreign-
sounding grapes, here is the third instalment of “grapes to discover.” Well, actually there are three 
grapes, as I will group today’s white focus on both the gros manseng and petit manseng, which are 
often blended together in the white wines of France’s southwest. For the red, it’s one of my favourite 
grapes – one that plays an important part in many wines yet, alone, has long suffered from what many 
deem excessive herbaceous qualities. The grape is cabernet franc.

Cabernet franc: it ain’t easy being green.

When most people discuss cabernet sauvignon they often just say cabernet, but it is not the only 
cabernet out there. While cab sauv has become one of the world’s most popular grapes, cabernet franc 
has remained relatively obscure.

Its roots are in France’s southwest where it gradually migrated to the northeast, establishing itself on 
both sides of the Gironde River in Bordeaux where it was known as “bouchet.” While it plays a 
relatively minor role in the Medoc – those well-known communes of Pauillac, St. Julien and the rest – in 
the cooler climate of the right bank it is much more important. Many of the most celebrated wines of 
Pomerol and St. Emilion have significant proportions of cabernet franc in the blend.

The most famous of these is the legendary Cheval Blanc, the St. Emilion Grand Cru which is roughly 
two-thirds cabernet franc, one-third merlot. Many of the best St. Emilion selections owe their finesse 
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and delicate aromatics to cabernet franc. One winemaker from the region told me that he was planting 
more and more of the grape, as he believes that it cuts the “fattiness” of the merlot – especially during 
the riper vintages.

From Bordeaux, cabernet franc continued its northerly route, establishing itself as the principle grape of 
the central Loire Valley. The styles can vary from light and delicate wines made in Bourgueil and Anjou, 
to the bigger, more age-worthy wines of Chinon and Saumur-Champigny. But it is here that the 
controversy surrounding the grape is rooted.

For many, Loire reds are a “love-it-or-hate-it” grape. Part of the problem is that it can often exhibit 
“green” notes – especially green pepper. I have seen it characterized as “thin and weedy.” I was 
looking back over some older wine notes and I found one for a Bourgueil where I wrote that it reminded 
me of a mix of “strawberry sorbet, cherries, cilantro, green pepper and cabbage.” While it may sound a 
bit off-putting, I assure you that I drank the whole bottle, and gladly.

To be fair to the haters, I have tasted some wines that have, indeed, reminded me more of the greens 
section of the supermarket than wine. But these cases are very rare. Viticulture in the region, combined 
with a string of warmer summers in this cool climate region, have given wine makers the possibility to 
harvest grapes as ripe as they want.

I make no bones about my preference for more delicate red wines – those that showcase fruit and 
acidity over sheer torque. But perhaps in an attempt to satisfy a cabernet sauvignon-loving world, some 
wine makers have pushed the ripeness to the point that the wines remind me more of cabernet 
sauvignon “light” than cabernet franc. Sure, there is no more “greenness,” but gone as well are the 
delicate floral aromas, the spice and the subtle hint of green bell pepper and herbs that give this lighter 
wine by nature so much complexity and uniqueness.

This has been the problem with the grape as it spreads around the world. 

From Canada to Chile, the “fear of green” has led winemakers to treat it like cabernet sauvignon. But 
times are changing. In many of my recent travels to countries that grow the Bordeaux varietals, I have 
heard praise for cabernet franc. And what I have tasted has given me hope that they are getting it – 
that it’s OK to allow for its more subtle characteristics to show themselves.

But back to the classic Loire. During the summer, they are a constant on my drinking menu. I serve 
them slightly chilled, around 16C, and few red wines go better with fish and chicken, especially if you 
like marinades based on herbs and garlic. Try it with tzatziki. And one of my most memorable dinners 
was lamb served with a 10-year-old Chinon – what was green pepper had turned to mint, and 
accompanied the gamier notes of lamb to perfection.

The two mansengs: so many different styles.

If there is one wine style that I implore white wine lovers to try at least once, it is the dry whites from 
France’s southwest. 

Whether they are from Jurançon, Irouléguy or Madiran, where they are labelled Pacherenc-du-Vic-Bilh 
Sec, they are some of the most interesting wines in the world of whites.
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Gros and petit manseng are the grapes, and whether they are alone, blended with sauvignon blanc in 
Gascogne, or petit corbu as you move west toward the Pyrenees, they offer an incredible variety of 
wine styles. They can produce wines that combine brilliant acidities and freshness, some with 
exceptional richness that gain complexity as they age, and in their sweeter incarnations, perhaps what 
Jurançon is best known for, they can hold their own with any of the great sweet wines of the world.

The main difference between the two is that petit manseng is far more difficult to work with. Gros 
manseng is fairly resistant to disease and can produce, even at higher yields, wines that have lots of 
powerful fruit flavours, ranging from apricot to pineapple and mango, while maintaining a refreshing 
acidity.

Petit manseng is just the opposite. It is a very low-yielding grape that suffers from inclement weather. 
But when ripe, and especially when over-ripened as in a late harvest wine, it offers incredibly rich wines 
that have depth and complexity. For this reason, petit manseng is used primarily for making sweet 
wines, though in the best examples of the dry whites of the region, it is blended with its big brother.

How do you serve these wines? Much depends on their style and age. The less-expensive wines make 
for easy drinking – apéritif and lighter seafood fare. The drier versions in youth are great with seafood 
while, with a bit of age, they are my favourite wines for drinking with spicy, aromatic foods like Indian. 

And the sweet wines? Like all great vins liquoreux, on their own or with foie gras, blue cheese or even 
chocolate.

This week: cabernet franc and the two mansengs

Anjou 2009, Vieilles Vignes, Château de Fesles, France red, $18.15, SAQ # 710442. The glory of 
cabernet franc – light, fresh and with that peculiar mix of little red berries, a touch of green and finessed 
tannin. A staple of my summer drinking. Serve at 14-16C. Drink now-2012. Food pairing idea: apéritif, 
chicken brochettes with tzatziki and Greek salad.

Saint-Nicolas-de-Bourgueil 2008, Les Mauguerets-La Contrie, Lorieux, France red, $18.70, SAQ 
# 872580. A perfect fusion. Starts on strawberry, pure, just ripe, then slowly transitions into the bell 
pepper. Perfect tannins that are soft, yes, but are far from being light. Loire reds are absolutely unique, 
and so versatile. Keep it slightly cool for an apéritif, or let it warm for some extra depth. Serve at 16C. 
Drink now-2012. Food pairing idea: chicken with oregano, tzatziki.

Chinon 2008, Clos de l’Olive, France red, $25.70, SAQ #10264923. Excellent cab franc. While it 
strikes me as a touch riper than past vintages, and with a touch more oak, it maintains the integrity of 
Loire cab franc. Deep red fruit, a touch of garden herbs and just a touch of spice on the finish. Will give 
many a comparably priced Bordeaux a run for their money. Serve at 18C. Drink now-2016. Food 
pairing idea: lamb chops with herb rub.

Vin Pays des Côtes de Gascogne 2010, Gros Manseng/Sauvignon, Brumont, France white, 
$13.05, SAQ # 548883. Completely dry with a beautiful combination of white flowers, citrus notes and 
tinged with a hint of that sauvignon ‘greenness.” The acidity is perfect, refreshing without making your 
mouth pucker. A touch of mint gives it even more pop. Serve at 6C. Drink now. Food pairing idea: 
apéritif, asparagus, shrimp brochettes.
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Vin de Pays de Côtes de Gascogne 2010, Premières Grives, Domaine Tariquet, France sweet, 
$17.65, SAQ # 561274. A late harvest of gros manseng, the sweetness of the wine is held in check by 
a perfect acidity and its signature mineral quality. Lots of tropical fruits with a satiny texture, it drinks 
like wine as opposed to a sweet wine. Serve at 6C. Drink now. Food pairing idea: apéritif, mixed 
cheese plates.

Pacherenc-du Vic-Bilh 2009, Ericka, Château Laffitte-Teston, France white, $20.75, SAQ # 
11154582. Remarkably complex and with a rich, almost honeyed texture. For you white wine fanatics, 
this is a must. A subtle bouquet: honey, white flowers, a hint of exotic fruit. It all happens on the mouth 
as the lemon zest, pineapple and spice take over. Serve at 8-10C. Drink now-2014. Food pairing idea: 
swordfish filets served with tamari and ginger.

Jurançon 2009, Cuvée Jean, Château Jolys, France sweet, $25.05, SAQ # 913970. Orange rind, 
almonds and incredibly sweet peaches all bathing in a honey and butter liqueur. Sweet, yes, but with a 
superb acidity that keeps the wine from getting cloying. Very classy sweet wine that is always one of 
the better quality-priced bottles on the market. Serve at 6-8C. Drink now-2019. Food pairing idea: blue 
cheese, foie gras, sweet ham.
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